
We are living in a Post Roe V. Wade world.  In 1973, abortion was legalized in our country by our U.S.  Supreme Court.  On 

June 24, 2022 that decision was overturned.  So what does that mean to all of us, our country and for the future of the        

unborn?  Abortion availability now becomes a decision that each of our 50 states has to decide.  

It is vital that we as the church of Jesus Christ and Christians stay engaged and run towards the giant like David did            

when  engaging Goliath.  After the stone delivered the fatal injury, David took Goliath's own sword and severed the giant's 

head.   The ruling was a deadly blow, but the forces against LIFE are not defeated yet.  North Carolina’s politics and            

leadership lean     liberal in many places and are now contemplating the sickening phenomenon called “Abortion                   

Tourism”.   North Carolina is determined to be a destination state.  The destination is not our beautiful mountains or glorious 

beaches but rather an evil on a scale beyond comprehension.  Not only would North Carolina host the busiest abortion clinic 

in the southeast, become an abortion destination, become known as a state that murders the most innocent,  but we would 

also see the rise of mobile abortion units in our border cities to expand the culture of death.  

HELP Pregnancy Center and our new satellites which will be opening in Indian Trail and Marvin, are more significant now than 

ever to the future of the unborn.  The recent victory of the U. S. Supreme Court ruling is definitely a step in the right direction 

toward recognizing the value of the unborn. However, do not be deceived into thinking that the spirit demanding abortion 

rights will give up and let LIFE win.  Facts are not important in a culture of death.   We must not rest on our success.  We must 

continue to put our faith into action by fighting for LIFE.  We must be there to share the love of Christ in both words and deeds 

to all the families we encounter. 

Google, yelp and liberal politicians are strategically censoring the pro-life movement.  Pro-choice forces in our country have 

worked overtime to suppress and destroy us.  We know our clients search online to locate information and options for       

unplanned pregnancies. We also know these vulnerable women are in desperate need, yet these media conglomerates only 

want women to be exposed to one choice—Abortion.  Pregnancy centers are under attack across our nation and are being 

threatened, vandalized and slandered. The women seeking options are preyed upon and inundated with lies.  Since May, over 

60 pro-life facilities have experienced disturbances, vandalism and violence.  We are not immune to this chaos and             

persecution as it grows more aggressive daily.  We have decided we will not shrink back, but boldly fight on.   

Hebrews 10:39 reads:  “But we do not belong to those who SHRINK BACK and are destroyed, but to those who have FAITH 

and are saved.”  As we organize, plan and infiltrate the depths of the darkness to reach out and find these women in order to 

lavish them with the truth of God’s redemptive love and the value of LIFE, we need you to walk alongside us and HER to save 

them, the least of these innocents.  

Please consider a special year end donation to help us grow in our community and not shrink back        
but to run towards the giant, so that many more lives can be saved.  Please use the enclosed envelope, or give online 

at monroehelp.com.  Thank you for your continued support and friendship on behalf of the unborn and                                          
have a blessed Christmas.  

http://monroehelp.com


 

January is “Sanctity of Life” month and the time churches, organizations and 

individuals nationwide add their “CHANGE” to a bottle and HELP support the 

ministry of LIFE!  Call today to schedule your bottle numbers and we will get a 

bag of boomerang bottles ready for you and your organization.  You can pick 

up your bottles between NOVEMBER 5-DECEMBER 15 or again beginning in 

January .  Please call the center to make your reservation or if you would like 

to schedule a speaker, church visit or other ministry  awareness option, please 

give us a call as we LOVE to tell people about the                                                      

LIFE-SAVING ministry of HELP. 



 

Clothes 2T—6X FOR OUR CLIENTS 
WITH OLDER AND GROWING        
CHILDREN. BABY TOILETRIES 
(Lotions, Bath Wash, Shampoo) 

PLEASE DROP OFF CHRISTMAS     
CLOTHING BY              
DECEMBER 
15TH TO THE 
CENTER 

What if an empty manger had been laying there that night and what if those chosen for this destiny, would have 
decided not to fight.  I am sure there were many reasons to not have this Baby faire, but something deep inside 
them knew a light would come to bear.  Every child is precious to the Maker that gives them life, this God-Man 
was a miracle, fashioned to give glory from the mystery that grows inside.  Mary could have said, “why did this 
happen to me, this will make me an outcast from my family and a scarlet letter to my community”.  All the judging 
eyes would have been focused on the scandalous teen and Joseph could have chosen to simply slip away and  
quietly leave the scene.  Where would we be today had another choice been made, if left to the customs or cruel 
and selfish human creeds, I know God would have made another way. So in turn I ask you now, just how can 
we look at the millions of others who never get to lay in a manger of grace and become sisters and  brothers?  
They are discarded and lost without a thought for the cost and are just thrown away; meanwhile His tempests’ 
rage.  A day will come when this curse will pass when a Good King, this baby, rules with peace that will last.  
As we wait for the day He will rule this away, Give us hearts to pray and courage to stand in their place and 
lead the   confused to this manger of “amazing grace” .  This Christmas let’s remember, all those that will never 
get to dance and never get to live their “Once upon a December.”  So let us recount the real purpose of that  
special baby in a manger, and know His heart is for every life-especially those in inescapable danger.    Just like 
those little ones, He calls out to you to listen and hold on to His message of truth.  For this baby this night was 
a gift to the world and came in this humble way to offer salvation unfurled.  His purpose was to come, love them 
and die, and to offer a sacrifice of His very own life.  His perfect life from beginning to end was finished as 
He shed His blood on a cross to cover our sins.  He calls us now from a destiny above and is waiting with 
those who missed this cradle of love.  Answer His call and make Him Savior and Lord, than we too will live 
with him eternally and see the beauty that is in store.  To all those who were lost, never given a life, you can rest 
in the fact that they are wrapped in His love and laying in a manger tonight.             
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You Shop,  Amazon Gives! 

https://smile.amazon.com/        
gp/ch/list/58-2096778  
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